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Abstract. We investigated age related synaptic plasticity in thalamic
reticular nucleus (TRN) as a part of visual information processing system
in the brain. Simulation experiments were performed using a hierarchi-
cal spike timing neural network model in NEST simulator. The model
consists of multiple layers starting with retinal photoreceptors through
thalamic relay, primary visual cortex layers up to the lateral intraparietal
cortex (LIP) responsible for decision making and preparation of motor
response. All synaptic inter- and intra-layer connections of our model
are structured according to the literature information. The present work
extends the model with spike timing dependent plastic (STDP) synapses
within TRN as well as from visual cortex to LIP area. Synaptic strength
changes were forced by teaching signal typical for three different age
groups (young, middle and elderly) determined experimentally from eye
movement data collected by eye tracking device from human subjects
preforming a simplified simulated visual navigation task.

Keywords: Spike timing neural model · Spike timing dependent
plasticity · Visual system · Decision making · Saccade generation

1 Introduction

The visual information coming through our eyes is processed by a hierarchy
of multiple consecutive brain areas having different functionality. The sensory
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layer (retina) consists of photo-receptive cells. It transforms the incoming light
into electrical signals fed into the brain via retina ganglion cells (RGC). Next a
relay structure (lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) and thalamic reticular nucleus
(TRN)) transmits the signals to the primary visual cortex (V1). Higher brain
areas (middle temporal area (MT) and medial superior temporal area (MST))
are responsible for motion information processing. Based on perceived sensory
information our brain makes decisions and initiates motor responses. The deci-
sions based on processed visual information are taken in the lateral intraparietal
area (LIP) that is also responsible for preparation of the eyes’ motor response
(change of gaze direction) called saccade. Most of the existing motion informa-
tion processing models are restricted to the interactions between some of the
mentioned areas like: V1 and MT in [1,2,5,25], V1, MT and MST in [21]; MT
and MST in [9,19]. Many models consider only the feedforward interactions (e.g.
[25,26]) disregarding the feedback connectivity; others employ rate-based equa-
tions (e.g. [10,20]) considering an average number of spikes in a population of
neurons. In our preliminary research [11] we have developed and implemented in
NEST 2.12.0 simulator ([16]) a spike-timing neural network model having static
inter- and intra-layer synaptic connections structured according to the litera-
ture information that includes all mentioned above structures. Determination
of the parameters’ values for such kind of models is usually done using electro-
physiological recordings directly from the brain that are rarely available for all
modelled brain areas for human subjects. Our preliminary attempt to tune the
synaptic connections between the last two layers (MST and LIP) using final
outcome from experiments on visual information perception and decision mak-
ing, i.e. recorded motor reaction (saccade generation) revealed that spike timing
dependent plasticity (STDP) led to age-related changes in these synaptic weights
[12]. Training data was collected from the human decisions during experiment
with visual stimuli simulating optic flow patterns of forward self-motion on a
linear trajectory to the left or to the right of the center of the visual field with
a gaze in the direction of heading. The subjects had to indicate the perceived
direction of heading by saccade movement. The mean latency of the eye move-
ments for each one of the three age groups (young, middle age and elderly) was
used as training signal fed into the output layer of the model structures.

In the present work we extended our model [11] with feedback connectiv-
ity between each pair of consecutive layers thus allowing for complete feedback
propagation of training signals. We also allow STDP plasticity in the feed-
back/feedforward connections within thalamic relay structure in order to test
whether training signal propagates deeper in the model. The thalamus provides
sensory input to the cortex, but it also receives feedback from the cortex that
is considered to be modulatory [24]. It receives also indirect inhibitory feedback
from TRN, a structure that is considered to be related to attention (e.g., [6])
and thus, it is also expected to have a modulatory effect on the activity in the
thalamus. Hence, a propagation of the effects of training to the thalamus would
support the biological relevance of the proposed model. The paper is organized as
follows: Sect. 2 describes briefly the overall model structure and parameters; next
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we describe briefly the experimental set-up and data processing; Sect. 4 presents
results from STDP training of the model and obtained parameters typical for
mean behaviour of each one of the three tested age groups; the concluding section
comments obtained results and determines directions for our future work.

2 Model Structure

The hierarchical model organization is shown on Fig. 1. It is based on structure
developed first in [11] based on literature information about each layer neurons’
functionality, structure and connectivity according to [7,8,15,17,18,23,27]. The
difference is in additional feedback connections from MST to MT as well as STDP
connections within thalamic relay (to and from LGN to TRN and interneurons
IN) and from MST to LIP area.

Fig. 1. Model structure. (Color figure online)

Detailed description of model structure and connectivity design can be found
in [11]. Here we briefly explain it. Each coloured rectangle on Fig. 1 represents
a layer of neurons positioned on a regular two-dimensional grid. Connections
between layers are denoted by arrows having color corresponding to the sign of
their weights (red for positive, called excitatory and blue for negative, called
inhibitory connections respectively). Connections denoted by solid lines have
constant weights while those denoted by dashed lines are able to change their
weights in dependence on activity of pre- and postsynaptic neurons, i.e. they have
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spike timing dependent plasticity (STDP) [22]. Sensory layer (RGC) as well as
thalamic relay (LGN) consist of two sub-layers of neurons reacting positively
(ON1 and ON2) and negatively (OFF1 and OFF2) to the increase of luminosity.
Each neuron within LGN has its own interneuron (IN) and thalamic reticular
nucleus (TRN) that processes feedback from the next (V1) layer. Layers V1 and
MT have identical structure and connectivity adopted from [15] that makes them
sensitive to orientation and direction of movement of visual objects. The MST
consists of two layers, sensitive to expansion (MSTe) and contraction (MSTc)
movement patterns respectively, like in [17]. These sub-structures are represented
as three groups on Fig. 1 that are able to detect expansion or contraction of
moving objects from imaginary centers positioned left, right or at the center of
the visual scene denoted by l, r and c on Fig. 1. Since our model aims to decide
whether the expansion center of a moving dot stimulus is left or right from the
stimulus center, we proposed a task-dependent design of excitatory/inhibitory
connections from MST expansion/contraction layers to the two LIP sub-regions
whose increased firing rate corresponds to two taken decisions for two alternative
motor responses - eye movement to the left or to the right.

The reaction of RGC to light changes is simulated by a convolution
with a spatio-temporal filter following model from [27]. For the neurons
in LGN conductance-based leaky integrate-and-fire neuron model as in [4]
(iaf chxk 2008 in NEST) was adopted. For the rest of neurons, leaky integrate-
and-fire model with exponential shaped postsynaptic currents according to [28]
(iaf psc exp in NEST) was used. All connection parameters are the same as in
the cited literature sources.

3 Experimental Set-Up

3.1 Behavioral Experiment and Data Collection

The time series data used to test the idea described above were collected by
eye tracking device that recorded the human eye movements during a behav-
ioral experiment performed with the participation of volunteer human subjects
responding to series of visual stimuli. Detailed description of experimental con-
ditions can be found in [3,13].

Here we briefly remind basic experimental set-up. The visual stimulation was
performed by projection on a gray screen of different patterns of 50 white mov-
ing dots in a circular aperture with radius of 7.5 cm positioned in the middle
of a computer screen. The patterns of dot movements were designed to mimic
dots expansion from an imaginary center positioned left or right from the screen
center respectively. The subject sat at 57 cm from the monitor screen. Each stim-
ulus presentation was preceded by a warning sound signal. A red fixation point
with size of 0.8 cm appeared in the center of the screen for 500 ms. The stimuli
were presented immediately after the disappearance of the fixation point. The
Subject’s task was to continue looking at the position where the fixation point
was presented until he/she made a decision where the center of the pattern was
and to indicate this position by a saccade (fast eye movement). The subjects
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also had to press the left or the right mouse button depending on the perceived
position of the center - to the left or to the right from the middle of the screen.
If the subject could not make a decision during the stimulus presentation (3.3 s
for 100 consecutive frames), the stimulus disappeared and the screen remained
gray until the subject made a response. Each experimental session consisted of
consecutive presentation in random order of 10 patterns for each of the 14 pos-
sible stimulus types from chosen experimental condition, i.e. totally 140 stimuli
were observed by test subjects during every session. The eye movements of the
participants in the experiment were recorded by a specialized hardware – Jazz
novo eye tracking system [29]. All recordings from all the sensors of the device
for one session per person were collected with 1 KHz frequency and the infor-
mation is stored in files. These include: the calibration information; records of
horizontal and vertical eye positions in degrees of visual angle eyex and eyey;
screen sensor signal for presence/absence of a stimulus on the monitor; micro-
phone signal recording sounds during the experiment; information about tested
subjects (code) and type of the experimental trial for each particular record.

Three age groups took part in the experiment: young (between 20 and
34 years old), elderly (from 57 to 84 years old) and middle aged group (between
36 and 52 years old). All participants have given a written informed consent
for participating in the study after explanation of the experimental procedure.
The experiments were approved by the ethical committee of the Institute of
Neurobiology, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences and are in accordance with the
Declaration of Helsinki.

3.2 Data Processing

The raw data was collected in a relational database [14]. It allowed us to process
all sensors data in order to extract only the records from the presentation of a
stimulus on the screen to the mouse button press. The data between the stimulus
presentations were excluded since it is not relevant to the eye movements during
task performance. The processed eye movement data were refined by removing
the outliers and a drift diffusion model of mean response time of each one of the
age groups for all four experimental conditions was derived [3].

Based on the identified mean reaction times from [3] we’ve created training
signals as generating currents Ileft and Iright for the left and right LIP neurons
respectively as follows:

Ileft/right = Aleft/right/(1 + exp(kleft/rightt)) (1)

Amplitude Aleft/right defines maximal input current (in pA) while kleft/right
determines settling time of the exponent that corresponds to the mean reaction
time determined from experiments for each age group and experimental condi-
tion. For all three age groups amplitude values were the same: Aleft = 200 and
Aright = 100. In order to achieve approximately the settling time determined
from experimental data, parameter kleft/right has different values for three age
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groups (Y - young, M - middle, O - old) with opposite signs for left and right case
of stimulus respectively as follows: kYleft/right = −/+0.02; kMleft/right = −/+0.01;
kOleft/right = −/+ 0.005.

4 Simulations

The overall model was tested using visual stimulation simulating an observer’s
motion on a linear trajectory with eyes fixed in the heading direction. Example
from the stimuli used in the behavioural study with a position of the imaginary
center to the left was selected so our aim is to teach the model to react correctly
with increased spiking activity in the left LIP area after a time interval typical
for group mean reaction time for each age. Training was performed in iterations,
each one consisting of presentation of visual stimulation to the model input and
the teaching signal to its output layer respectively.

Fig. 2. LIP reactions for left (blue arrows) and right (red arrows) during first (left
column) and fifth (right column) iteration for three age groups (top - young, second
row - middle age and bottom row - elderly people). (Color figure online)

Figure 2 presents spikes in both left (blue) and right (red) LIP layers obtained
during first and last (fifth) iteration. It shows that the frequency of spikes induced
in the right LIP layer decrease with time and after a varying delay for the three
age groups no more spikes occur. The frequency of spikes for the left LIP region
increases with time (though this change is not evident from the figure). Figure 3
compares the weights of connections from MST to LIP area obtained after five
iterations for the three age groups. For clarity only weights that are different
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Fig. 3. Connections from MST to LIP.
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Table 1. Mean values of normalized connection weights from MST to LIP.

It. MSTe to LIP left MSTe to LIP right MSTc to LIP left MSTc to LIP right

Y M O Y M O Y M O Y M O

1 +0.08 +0.13 +0.10 +1.48 +1.40 +1.25 −0.95 −0.95 −0.95 −0.99 −0.99 −0.99

2 +0.12 +0.10 +0.12 +1.48 +1.40 +1.25 −0.95 −0.95 −0.95 −1.05 −1.04 −0.89

5 +0.09 +0.11 +0.13 +1.48 +1.40 +1.25 −0.95 −0.95 −0.95 −0.95 −0.83 −0.84

Table 2. Variances of normalized connection weights from MST to LIP.

MSTe to LIP left MSTe to LIP right MSTc to LIP left MSTc to LIP right

It. [E−4] [E−2] [E−2] [E−2]

Y M O Y M O Y M O Y M O

1 2.03 2.21 2.27 2.53 2.50 1.06 4.02 3.86 3.87 0.00 0.00 0.00

2 6.89 9.09 7.63 2.53 2.50 1.06 4.02 3.86 3.87 0.44 0.38 2.35

5 2.52 2.27 9.55 2.53 2.50 1.06 4.02 3.86 3.87 0.52 5.35 4.96

for the three age groups are shown. The connections from expansion template
area of MST are of both types (excitatory and inhibitory) in dependence on
their focal points position. Our simulations revealed that STDP rule changes
only the positive connection weights while the negative ones remained constant.
For the contraction MST layer connections to both LIP areas are inhibitory and
they were changed more significantly for the right (incorrect) LIP area. Hence, it
appears that the activity in the LIP layers is not directly related to the weights
of the connections for the MST templates that correspond to the stimulus (i.e.
the MSTe), but it depends on the combined activity of all templates.

Figure 3 and Tables 1 and 2 show the connection weight changes after iterative
training. We observe that the clearest differentiation that remains stable during
iterations is in the excitatory connections from the expansion MST layer to the
right LIP area. These connections’ weights became smaller for the elderly group
and bigger for the group of young test subjects while the excitatory connections
from MSTe to the left LIP area (corresponding to correct response in this case) as
well the inhibitory connections from MSTc to right (incorrect) LIP area reach
highest absolute values for elderly group and lowest for the group of young
test subjects. Therefore, the reduction in LIP activity in the wrong LIP layer
is achieved by different means for the young and the elderly group suggesting
a re-organization and different balance between the excitatory and inhibitory
connections between the different layers and areas.

We also investigated connection weight changes during iterative training in
TRN and LGN. Most of the connections within thalamic relay remained con-
stant. The only observed changes were in the inhibitory feedback connections
from TRN to LGN. This result implies an indirect modulatory effect of the
activity in LGN from the cortical regions. The values obtained after five train-
ing iterations are shown on Fig. 4. Mean values and variances of trained weights
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Fig. 4. Connections from TRN to LGN.
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Table 3. Mean values of normalized connection weights from TRN to LGN.

It. TRN to LGN ON1 TRN to LGN ON2 TRN to LGN OFF1 TRN to LGN OFF2

Y M O Y M O Y M O Y M O

1 −0.98 −0.98 −0.98 −0.97 −0.97 −0.97 −0.87 −0.87 −0.87 −0.85 −0.85 −0.85

2 −0.98 −0.98 −0.98 −1.01 −1.01 −1.01 −0.86 −0.86 −0.86 −0.84 −0.84 −0.84

5 −0.99 −0.99 −0.99 −1.01 −1.01 −1.01 −0.86 −0.86 −0.86 −0.84 −0.84 −0.84

Table 4. Variances of normalized connection weights from TRN to LGN.

TRN to LGN ON1 TRN to LGN ON2 TRN to LGN OFF1 TRN to LGN OFF2

It. [E−3] [E−3] [E−3] [E−3]

Y M O Y M O Y M O Y M O

1 5.31 5.31 5.31 4.67 4.67 4.67 6.35 6.35 6.35 7.72 7.72 7.72

2 3.30 3.30 3.39 6.26 6.26 6.07 6.28 6.28 6.45 8.71 8.71 8.64

5 8.94 9.03 8.92 7.00 7.45 6.96 7.09 6.94 6.96 8.68 8.59 8.57

obtained after one, two and five iterations for teaching signals corresponding
to the three age groups are presented in Tables 3 and 4 respectively. While the
connections from MST to LIP for the three age groups start to diverge just after
the first iteration, those in thalamic relay needed more than two iterations to
differentiate.

Concerning the propagation of learning-induced signal to the thalamic relay,
the observed greater strength of the connections from TRN for the ON responses
than to the OFF ones might be considered as an improvement of the sensitivity
to the luminance changes in the stimulus and improved signal to noise ratio in
its encoding at initial stages of the visual information processing. The increased
variability of the connections might be related to the spatial distribution of the
dots in the stimulus and to the greater specificity to it induced by the inhibitory
connections from TRN to LGN. In the deeper STDP connectivity in thalamic
relay, age differentiation became obvious after fifth iteration. Besides, after sec-
ond iteration connectivity for young and middle age groups remain identical and
different from the elderly group, while after the fifth iteration it seems that the
middle age group differs from both young and elderly groups who became a little
bit closer. This result suggests learning-induced plasticity that can alleviate the
negative effect of ageing though after longer training periods.

5 Conclusions

In conclusion, the attempt to train our hierarchical spike timing neural net-
work model using training signal for only output layer that is based on human
reaction time from behavioural experiments rather than on electrophysiological
recordings from the brain, revealed that it is completely possible to change not
only connectivity between the last two layers of the model but also to propagate
the teaching signal much deeper in the hierarchical structure. Such feedback
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modulatory propagation from the cortical areas to the thalamus is in accor-
dance with the known physiological data and gives credit to our modeling efforts.
Our preliminary results also revealed typical for aging differentiation of connec-
tion weights especially for the connections between MST and LIP areas. While
for all age groups the activity in the LIP layer corresponding to the incorrect
response terminates with time, this effect is achieved by different recombination
of the connection weights for the different age groups. Concerning deep thala-
mic relay, although age-related changes propagate much slowly, they were also
observed after more training iterations indicating that learning-induced activity
may reduce the age-related changes induced by the imbalance of inhibitory and
excitatory activity in the cortical regions.

Further direction of our investigations will be enriching our hierarchical
model with more STDP connections in order to complete training of its con-
nection weights in dependence on typical reactions of different age groups.
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